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t. We present radio, optial, near-infrared andspetrosopi observations of the soure B0827+525. Weonsider this soure as the best andidate from the Cos-mi Lens All-Sky Survey (CLASS) for a `dark-lens' sys-tem or binary radio-loud quasar. The system onsists oftwo radio omponents with somewhat dierent spetral in-dies, separated by 2.815 arse. VLBA observations showthat eah omponent has substruture on a sale of a fewmas. A deep K{band exposure with the W.M. Kek{IITelesope reveals emission near both radio omponents.The K{band emission of the weaker radio omponent ap-pears extended, whereas the emission from the brighterradio omponent is onsistent with a point soure. Hub-ble Spae Telesope F160W{band observations with theNICMOS instrument onrms this. A redshift of 2.064is found for the brighter omponent, using the LRIS in-strument on the W.M. Kek{II Telesope. The probabilitythat B0827+525 onsists of two unrelated ompat at-spetrum radio soures is 3%, although the presene ofsimilar substruture in both omponent might redue this.We disuss two alternative senarios to explain thissystem: (i) CLASS B0827+525 is a `dark-lens' system or(ii) B0827+525 is a binary radio-loud quasar. B0827+525has met all riteria that thus far have in 100% of the asesonrmed a soure as an indisputable gravitational lenssystem. Despite this, no lens galaxy has been detetedwith mF160W23 mag. Hene, we might have found therst binary radio-loud quasar. At this moment, however,we feel that the `dark-lens' hypothesis annot yet be fullyex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1. IntrodutionThere are several indiret ways to detet the presene ofdark matter in galaxies at relatively low redshifts (e.g.mirolensing, rotation urves of spiral galaxies, polar-ringgalaxies, et.). However, at intermediate and high red-shifts, weak and strong gravitational lensing is the onlymethod of deteting the presene of dark matter on galaxysales.Gravitational lensing does not depend on the lumi-nosity or olor of the lensing mass distribution. Onean therefore expet to nd `dark-lens' galaxies in largegravitational-lens surveys, if they make up a signiantfration of massive galaxies (e.g. Hawkins 1997). On thebasis of onrmed and andidate large-separation (>3 ar-se) gravitational-lens systems, whih were all optially se-leted, Hawkins (1997) onludes that around 75% of allgalaxies ould be `dark' (i.e. extremely underluminous).This high fration was shown to be inonsistent with ob-servational results (Jakson et al. 1998) from the CosmiLens All-Sky Survey (CLASS; Browne 1999; Myers 1999)and also very unlikely on the basis of a number of statisti-al arguments (e.g. Kohanek, Falo & Mu~noz 1999; Penget al. 1999). A very high fration of dark galaxies thereforeseems to be exluded, although a muh smaller fration(10%) annot yet be ruled out. The detetion of only asingle dark-lens galaxy would already have severe onse-quenes for the standard piture of galaxy formation (e.g.White & Rees 1978). Suh systems would have alloweddark matter to ollapse in strutures massive enough toreate multiple images through gravitational lensing, butat the same time prohibit baryoni matter to settle in thedark-matter halo and initiate star formation. Clearly, onehas to be areful in dismissing any andidate dark-lensgalaxy as being either a binary quasar or a hane align-ment of unrelated quasars or AGNs, although undoubt-edly for the majority of andidates this will be the ase.
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Fig. 1. Summary of the VLA, MERLIN and VLBA radio images of B0827+525 (see text for more details). Contours start atthe 3{ level and inrease by fators of 2. The rst ontours are 0.19 mJy beam 1, 0.37 mJy beam 1, 0.37 mJy beam 1, 1.15mJy beam 1, 0.88 mJy beam 1, 0.40 mJy beam 1, 0.77 mJy beam 1, for the MERLIN 5{GHz, VLBA 5{GHz (A), VLBA5{GHz (B), VLA 15{GHz, 8.5{GHz (disovery image), 5{GHZ and 1.4{GHz images, respetively.In this paper, we present the strongest `dark-lens' an-didate found in the CLASS survey: CLASS B0827+5251.In Setion 2, we present radio, optial, near-infrared andspetrosopi observations of this system. In Setion 3, weexamine both the `dark-lens' and binary radio-loud quasarhypotheses to explain this system. In partiular, we de-rive onstraints on the lens-galaxy mass-to-light ratio andompare those with observations of `luminous-lens' galax-1 Not to be onfused with the gravitational-lens systemAPM08279+5255 (Irwin et al. 1998).
ies. In Setion 4, we summarize our results and suggestfuture work on this system.2. ObservationsThe CLASS survey aims to nd all multiply-imaged at-spetrum (0.5 for S/ ) radio soures in the north-ern hemisphere with a total ux density of S5GHz30mJy,a ux-density ratio between lens images 10, a Galatilatitude jbj>10Æ and a omponent separation 0.3 arse.The sienti goal of the survey is to reate a sample of



















Fig. 2. Radio spetra of B0827+525 A and B, determined withthe VLA in A{array at 1.4, 4.9, 8.5 and 14.9 GHz on 1999 June27.and an rms-noise level of 0.1mJy beam 1. The two ra-dio omponents were eah modeled by two Gaussian sub-omponents. Component A shows a NE{SW extension,whereas omponent B shows an area of weak extendedemission in the NW{diretion. The low SNRs of the NE{omponent in image A and the NW{extension of image Bdoes not warrant modeling them by more than two sub-omponents. The positions of the best-t Gaussians andtheir respetive ux densities are listed in Table 1.Both radio omponents show fairly at spetra from4.9 to 8.5 GHz. The integrated ux density of B0827+525(A+B) in the WENSS survey, (705 mJy at 325 MHz,mean epoh 1992.2), is about equal to the ux densityat 1.4GHz in the NVSS, FIRST and WSRT observationstaken in the summer of 1997. This suggests that the indi-vidual omponent spetra must atten to a spetral indexof zero below 1.4GHz. Alternatively, one of the ompo-nent spetra ould beome inverted leaving room for theother to remain straight. High resolution low frequenydata are needed to distinguish between these possibilities.A 2{month monitoring ampaign (8 epohs) with theWSRT at 1.4 GHz (with 15{arse resolution) in the pe-riod July-September 1997 indiates variability in the totalux density: the soure ux density slowly dereased from71 to 58 mJy with a typial error of about 1 mJy in indi-vidual measurements. It is not lear to whih omponentthese variations should be attributed. The variation timesale is rather short even though both omponents areompat. It is perhaps more likely that the 1.4{GHz vari-ations are due to refrative interstellar sattering (RISS;e.g. Rikett et al. 1984), an explanation requiring a lessextreme size for the omponents.To examine the radio spetra of both omponents inmore detail, near-simultaneous VLA 1.4, 4.9, 8.5 and 14.9{GHz (L, C, X and U{band) observations in A{array weredone on 1999 June 27 (Table 2). The radio spetra for
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enter was RA 08h31m5:s36200, DEC52Æ25020:0024100. Positions (x, y) are given with respet to to this phase-enter. The 4.9{GHz ux-density (S4:9) of thesub-omponents and their deonvolved major axis, axial ratio and position angle (N!E) are also given. The sub-omponentsof omponent A are unresolved. The positional error is 2.5 mas divided by twie the SNR of the omponents. The errors on themajor and minor axes of the subomponents in B are roughly 25%.A1 A2 B1 B2x (mas) 1064.02 1063.18  1074.16  1076.43y (mas) 930.74 929.89  900.40  899.78maj. (mas) { { 1.75 2.23min/maj { { 0.65 0.55 (Æ) { { -31.40 5.80S4:9 (mJy) 24.80.1 6.80.1 9.30.1 3.60.1Table 2. VLA multi-frequeny data on B0827+525, takennear-simultaneously on 1999 June 27. The internal errors areindiated.  (GHz) SA (mJy) SB (mJy)14.9 29.10.4 8.00.48.5 29.70.1 10.70.14.9 33.10.1 14.00.11.4 48.20.3 27.40.3both omponents are shown in Fig.2. Components A andB have fairly dierent radio spetra with spetral indies8:51:4 = 0:27 0:01 (A) and 8:51:4 = 0:52 0:01 (B) (whereS/ ). Variability in omponent A at 14.9 GHz wasdeteted from the 1998 May 15 and 1999 June 27 VLAobservations, whih is more likely to be intrinsi and notRISS, beause the rms variability due to RISS dereasesrapidly towards higher frequenies (e.g. Rikett et al. 1995;Walker et al. 1998; see also Koopmans & de Bruyn 2000).Variability at both lower (1.4GHz) and higher(15GHz) frequenies makes a diret omparison of thespetral indies diÆult. The formal dierene in spetralindex does not disqualify the soure as possible GL andi-date, but ompliates the argumentation in a `dark-lens'hypothesis. We will return to this issue in Set.4.2.2. Optial and near-infrared observationsHubble Spae Telesope (HST) observations were made on1998 April 18 with the Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Objet Spetrometer (NICMOS) at 1.6 m (F160W),roughly orresponding to ground-based H{band. TheNIC1 amera was used whih provides a detetor saleof 43 mas pixel 1 and a eld-of-view of 11001100. Thetotal exposure time was 2624 se. The data were sub-jeted to the standard NICMOS alibration pipeline inIRAF1 whih (i) orrets for known instrumental eets(i.e. at eld and dark urrent), (ii) performs gain andux alibration and (iii) removes osmi rays and agsdegraded and suspet data values2. The image was utaround B0827+525 and rotated to orret to standardorientation. The nal alibrated image is shown in Fig.3
(middle). The primary northern omponent (A) is un-resolved and learly deteted (mF160W=19.60.2 mag).Component B is just barely deteted as a region of ex-tended emission (mF160W=22.60.2 mag). No sign of alensing galaxy is seen in the image to mF160W=23 mag,although the extended emission near image B ould partlybe from a possible lens galaxy. No optial orretion (i.e.deonvolution) was applied to the image, beause the PSFdistortion2 is not expeted to hange appreiably over theimage separation of only 2.8 arse.Similarly, B0827+525 was observed in K{band on 1998May 9 with the Near InfraRed Camera (NIRC) at Kek.A total of 25 frames, eah having a 60{se integrationtime, were obtained of the eld. The telesope was movedby approximately 10{15 arse between individual inte-grations. The seeing at the time of the observations was0.6{0.75 arse (FWHM). The exposures were ombinedand rotated to orret the orientation and the resultingimage is shown in Fig.3 (right). The observations onrmthe onlusions drawn from the HST exposure, that im-age A is onsistent with a point soure and image B seemssomewhat extended.An R{band image was taken on 1998 May 19 on theWHT. Two 600-se exposures were obtained with a see-ing of 1.4{1.5 arse (FWHM). It was re-observed on1998 May 20 with two exposures of 600{se and one of300{se exposure, respetively. The seeing was around 1.0arse (FWHM). All exposures were ombined and re-dued in the standard way in the data-redution pak-age IRAF. The resulting image (Fig.3, left) only show im-age A, whereas image B is not deteted above the noiselevel. Unfortunately no useful alibration was obtained,but based on the exposure time and expeted noise-level,1 IRAF (Image Redution and Analysis Faility) is dis-tributed by the National Optial Astronomy Observatories,whih are operated by the Assoiation of Universities for Re-searh in Astronomy under ooperative agreement with theNational Siene Foundation.2 A detailed desription of the NICMOS alibration pipelineproess, zero-point uxes and PSF an be found in the NearInfrared Camera and Multi-Objet Spetrometer (NICMOS)handbook for Cyle 10, available at the STSI web page.
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Fig. 3. Left: R{band image of B0827+525, observed 1998 May 19 with the WHT on La Palma. Middle: HST F160W NICMOSimage of B0827+525, observed on 1998 April 18. The separation between omponents A and B is 2.8 arse. Right: NIRCK{band image of B0827+525, observed with the W.M Kek{II Telesope on 1998 May 9.we roughly estimate for omponent A an apparent magni-tude of mR22.0{22.5 mag and for omponent B a lowerlimit mR>24.0 mag.2.3. Spetrosopi observationsB0827+525 was observed with the Low Resolution Imag-ing Spetrograph (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) on the W. M.Kek II Telesope on the night of 1998 April 21. Three ex-posures were taken in longslit mode with a total exposuretime of 4500 se. The 300 grooves mm 1 grating was used,giving a dispersion of 2.44 A per pixel. The slit was plaedalong both omponents, with a position angle of 50Æ. Thenal spetrum overs a wavelength range of 4024{9012 A.The spetra were redued using standard IRAF tasks. Aorretion for the response of the CCD was determinedfrom observations of the Oke standard star BD332642(Oke 1990). The orreted spetra were weighted by thesquares of their SNRs and o-added to produe the nalB0827+525 spetrum. Fig.4 shows the spetrum of om-ponent A, whih has been smoothed using a boxar kernelwith a width of ve pixels. Emission lines assoiated withSi-IV 1397, C-IV 1549, He-II 1641, and possibly C-III℄1909 are seen, establishing a soure redshift of 2.064. Noemission at the position of omponent B is deteted. Wealso nd no evidene in the spetrum of omponent A fora seond redshift, possibly from a lens galaxy.3. AnalysisBefore proeeding with our analysis, let us summarize themost important observational results: We have found thatB0827+525 onsists of two radio omponents, separatedby 2.815 arse. At least omponent A is variable, and
both omponents have substruture at a sale of a fewmas. The integrated radio spetra of both omponentsfrom 1.4 to 14.9 GHz are somewhat dierent. The red-shift for the brightest radio omponent (A) is 2.064. Op-tial ounterparts for both radio omponents are foundin H and K{band observations. The emission assoiatedwith the fainter radio omponent appears extended, whihould suggest that it is very faint galaxy emission.3.1. The `dark-lens' hypothesisTo ompare the observed limits on the mass-to-light ratioof a possible lens galaxy with those found for typial lensgalaxies, we rst alulate the veloity dispersion of thelensing mass, using the Singular-Isothermal-Sphere (SIS)mass model (Binney & Tremaine 1987). This model re-lates the lens-image separation () to a line-of-sight ve-loity dispersion (), given the osmologial model andthe soure- and lens redshifts: = 8   2 DdsDs  ; (1)where  is the veloity of light, and Dds and Ds arethe angular-diameter distanes between lens-soure andobserver-soure, respetively (e.g. Shneider, Ehlers andFalo 1992). The angular-diameter distane is a funtionof redshifts and osmologial model. Using the ompo-nent separation, we an furthermore alulate the massontained inside the Einstein radiusM() = 3:1  1010 100 2 DGp M; (2)where DDdDs=Dds and Dd is the angular-diameter dis-tane to the lens galaxy. To alulate the luminosity of the
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=0.7)and H0=65 km s 1 Mp 1. We assume a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe. A minimum mass-to-light ra-tio around 100 is found, using osmology B. This mass-to-light ratio implies a lens-galaxy redshift around 1.5 anda high veloity dispersion of 400{500 km/s. For osmol-ogy A, the minimum mass-to-light ratio would inrease toabout 200. From Jakson et al. (1998) we nd that the
mass-to-light ratio in H{band for B0827+525 is a fator15{100 larger than the H{band mass-to-light ratios of typ-ial lens galaxies in the CLASS survey.In Fig.6, we have plotted the expeted H{band mag-nitude of the lens galaxy as funtion of redshift, galaxytype and osmology. We used (i) the veloity dispersiondetermined from eqn.1, (ii) the relation between veloitydispersion and B{band magnitude of elliptial and spiralgalaxies from Fukugita et al. (1991) and (iii) the olorsand K{orretions from Poggianti (1997). From Fig.6 anupper limit on mH of 17 mag is found, nearly indepen-dent of galaxy type. If evolutionary orretions are ap-plied (Poggianti 1997), we nd no signiant dierenesin these results. The upper limit is at least 6 mag brighterthan the lower limit on the H{band magnitude of the pos-sible lens galaxy, whereas for all onrmed GL systems(Jakson et al. 1998), for whih the lens and soure red-shifts are known, dierenes between the observations andthe model are <1 mag.Hene, if B0827+525 is a lens system then the objet isindeed a `dark lens' system. However, also image B mustbe darkened and reddened by the `dark-lens' galaxy. Forfurther disussion of this possibility we refer to Set.4.
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Fig. 5. Estimated lower limit on the H{band mass-to-light ra-tio of the lens galaxy, as funtion of redshift (see text). Thesolid line is for a (
m=1, 
=0) osmology, the dot-dashedline for a (
m=0.3, 
=0.7) osmology. We assume H0=65km s 1 Mp 1.3.2. The binary quasar hypothesisAs argued in Set.2.1 the probability of a hane align-ment of two radio-loud quasars is rather small. Hene, ifthe soure is not a lens systems it is most likely a pair ofphysially lose quasars. We all this the `binary quasar'hypothesis. However, we emphasize that sofar we have noevidene for the quasar nature of omponent B in the op-tial!The ompat at-spetrum radio soure population se-leted via CLASS is generally believed to emit its radioemission in a highly non-isotropi manner (e.g. Orr &Browne 1982) with the radio axis pointed in our dire-tion within a small angle. As rst argued by Sheuer &Readhead (1979) there should then be many radio-quietquasars (QSO) for every radio-loud quasar (QSR). It isthen obvious that the probability of nding two relatedradio-loud quasars pointed at us is rather small. In fatwe an probably state that for every QSR{QSR pair thereshould be around 20 QSR-QSO pairs in the CLASS sur-vey, if 5% of all QSOs are also radio-loud, i.e.30mJy at8.5GHz (e.g. Hooper et al. 1995; Bishof & Beker 1997).Under the assumption that B0827+525 is the onlyQSR{QSR pair (i.e. binary radio-loud quasar) in CLASS,the probability that a at-spetrum radio soure is part ofa QSR{QSR pair is around 1 in 15000. This means thatthe probability that a CLASS soure is part of a QSR{QSO pair is around 1 in 750. In the Large Bright QuasarSurvey (LBQS; Hewett et al. 1998) two QSO{QSO pairswere found from a sample of around 1000 optially se-leted quasars, hene 1 in 500. This number is very loseto that found from the CLASS survey, whih means thatthe presene of one QSR{QSR pair in the CLASS survey
is onsistent with the rate of QSO{QSO pairs in optialquasar surveys (see also Kohanek et al. 1999).However, if B0827+525 is a binary radio-loud quasarand we ompare it with the list of wide separation quasarpairs in Kohanek et al. (1999), we notie two things:First, B0827+525, has the smallest separation (2.8 ar-se or 23 kp/h50) of all quasar pairs. Seond, only 2out of 13 non-lens quasar pairs have higher redshifts (i.e.LBQS 1429-008 and Q2345+007). On the other hand,B0827+525 would also be one of the largest separationlens systems (e.g. Browne 1999; Myers 1999; CASTLESsurvey2). B0827+525 thus appears to be at the parameter-spae border delineated by the optial quasar pairs listedby Kohanek et al. (1999) and the onrmed GL systems.It is diÆult to see how signiant these issues are in theontext of binary quasars and how it possibly relates tothe fat that both quasars are radio-loud.4. Disussion & ConlusionsIf taken at fae value, most of the observational evideneseems to be in favor of B0827+525 being a binary radio-loud quasar: (i) somewhat dierent radio spetra from 1.4to 14.9 GHz for the two omponents, (ii) a dierent radioand optial brightness ratio, (iii) the weaker radio ompo-nent appears slightly resolved, (iv) the extended nature ofthe optial and near-infrared emission near omponent B,whereas that of image A is ompat and (v) the agreementwith the number statistis of binary radio-loud quasars inthe CLASS survey with those of optial surveys.However, the most interesting explanation ofB0827+525, a `dark-lens' system, annot onvininglybe exluded and in view of the osmologial importaneof the presene of galaxy-sized onentrations of darkmatter { even though they must be rare (e.g. Jakson etal. 1998) { we now disuss why we believe the `dark-lens'hypothesis an not yet be disarded: (1) We have seenthat at least one of the radio omponents is variable. Ifthey are lens images, a time delay between them ombinedwith variability of the soure an result in a dierene insimultaneously measured spetral indies, espeially if thetime delay is of the order of the variability time sale. (2)If we plae a massive `dark-lens' galaxy near omponentB, ontaining a large amount of dust, this galaxy wouldobsure most optial and a signiant fration of thenear-infrared emission from omponent B. In the seurelens system B0218+357 a similarly large disrepany hasbeen observed between the optial and radio brightnessratios of the lens images (e.g. CASTLES survey), whihan also be explained in terms of obsuration by thehigh-olumn density of the rih ISM in the lens galaxy(e.g. Wiklind & Combes 1995; Menten & Reid 1996;Combes Wiklind & Nakai 1997; Combes & Wiklind 1997;Gerin et al. 1997; Combes & Wiklind 1998). This dust,2 http://fa-www.harvard.edu/glensdata/
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Fig. 6. The estimated H{band magnitude of the lensing galaxy for 4 galaxy types { E (solid), S0 (dash), Sa (dot-dash) and S(dot) {, plotted as funtion of redshift (see text). The horizontal dashed line indiates the observed lower limit of 23 mag onthe H{band magnitude. Two osmologies are shown.however, would probably not blok all of the lens-galaxyemission. In fat, most of the extended emission seennear radio omponent B ould be oming from the lensgalaxy itself and not from the quasar. (3) The optialbrightness of image B is surprisingly low for a radio-loudquasar, whih might suggest some form of extintion. (4)A high sattering measure, assoiated with the ionizedomponent of the ISM in the lens galaxy (see for exampleMarlow et al. 1999; Jones et al. 1996), ould furthermoresatter-broaden radio omponent B, explaining why itappears somewhat resolved.So far in the `dark-lens' hypothesis we have assumedthat the lensing mass is a single galaxy dominated by non-baryoni matter in its inner parts and therefore extremelyunderluminous. If the lensing mass distribution is a high-redshift (z>1) group or luster, the onstraints on themass-to-light ratio, whih is usually an order of magni-tude larger in lusters and groups of galaxies than in theinner parts of galaxies (e.g. van der Marel 1991; Carlberg,Yee & Ellingson 1997), is somewhat alleviated. However,for most of the lens galaxies from the CLASS survey, theH{band mass-to-light ratios are around unity (Jakson etal. 1998). This is two orders of magnitude smaller thanthe minimum H{band mass-to-light ratio found in Set.3.1and an therefore not entirely aount for the high mass-to-light ratio within the ontext of a `normal' galaxy evo-lution. Hene also in the ase that the lensing mass isa group or luster, it must be underluminous. A possibleandidate for this type of mass onentration was reentlyfound by Erben et al. (2000).Thus, although the binary quasar hypothesis seemsmore likely at fae value, the `dark-lens' hypothesis annot be ruled out onviningly. However, the latter hypoth-esis does give onrete preditions: First, the substruturein both radio omponents should be related, although dis-
torted by the intervening gravitational potential. We haveobtained multi-frequeny global VLBI data on B0827+525at three frequenies to test this. (2) If the variability of theradio omponents is intrinsi, one should be able to or-relate their light-urves to nd a time-delay. This oulddenitively prove or disprove whether B0827+525 is a`dark-lens' system. (3) If the extended H and K{bandemission seen near omponent B is partly from a lensgalaxy, it should have a redshift smaller than 2.064. Near-infrared spe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